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the peneus shows the distribution of the critical spacing and the growth of the macro-crack, resulting
in the formation of the fine network of cracks (figure 3). the detail of the crack network can be seen at
the strain level of 1.0. the mode ii cracks were initiated at random points and from multiple directions.

the crack plane was completely destroyed at the strain of 2.0 in almost all the specimens. the
fractures are now dominated by mode-i cracks and the main crack is running parallel to the shear

stress direction. there is also a difference in the micro-crack growth between the specimens that are
loaded in compression (pde-form) and tension (pde-janus) orientation. this is related to the maximum
shear stress induced by the presence of a pre-existing crack or shear. the wave propagation is slightly

faster in the compression direction than in the tension direction of the same sample. these
phenomena of crack propagation in different loading orientations may be related to the manner in

which shear stress is distributed in the rock. i was tasked by a client who needed help understanding
why the mass that is added to a container of an aircraft breaks its bottom, destroying the internal

structure of the containers. after reading several material engineering literature and online sources, i
sought the advice of james snodgrass, a master sotware, who kindly offered some help. he was able to
run a simulation and produce useful results in a timely manner. i was delighted to find an expert in the

simulation industry willing to offer these services, without charging too much. i look forward to
discussing more projects with james.
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computer scientists are not alone in this increasingly paranoid conversation. some election officials,
especially democrats, worry more about protecting the electronic registrations than the voting

machines. in fact, with the democrats reign of power in washington, some of them hope that electronic
registration will act as a check on voting machines, if and when they learn more about the

vulnerability of the machines in use. and there are no shortage of computer security experts all over
the country willing to explain such theories to officials. of course, the system is already designed to be

open-source. computers running the election software and voting machines are all on the internet,
openly accessible, says appel. for all their faults, the systems have proven so reliable that their

primary function is making the voting transparent and verifiable. even so, he notes, there are plenty of
companies that work with election officials that provide just about everything in the election process,

including software to get to the results of the election. the problem is, appel says, some of those
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companies have built far more of their business on products theyve invented with other companies;
they arent really the best positioned to know or even think about what needs to be done to protect the
election. plus, he says, election officials are not really allowed or ready to look into the systems that lie
below their elected positions. its an area they dont generally ask permission to enter. appel has spent
years painstakingly unraveling the systems of the states of ohio and california, where he worked for

the princeton group. but he has the image of a researcher on the verge of the biggest breakthrough of
his life. he dreams of a real, invisible window on the voting process, a video he can turn on while

working to count and aggregate the votes. he could instantly see what happened in an election the
night of. 5ec8ef588b
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